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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, unannounced inspection was conducted in the areas of Design
Changes and Modifications, Engineering Support Activities, and followup on
previously identified findings.

Results:

In the areas inspected, violations or deviations were not identified.

The modification packages reviewed were technically adequate. Preparation of
the post modification test procedures within design engineering was considered
a positive aspect of the design change process. There appears to be a weakness
in the review and approval process for extending temporary modifications in
that the review appears to be more administrative than technical.

Records maintained by the system engineers were comprehensive for the systems
reviewed. Both Site Nuclear Engineering Services (design) and Nuclear Plant
Systems Engineering provided timely responses to plant requests for engineering
support.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted>

Licensee Employees
1

*J. Alberdi, Manager, Nuclear Plant Operations
*G.Becker, Manager,SiteNuclearEngineeringServices(SNES)
*L. Cecilio, Licensing
C. D.tcher, Nuclear Projects Superintendent
R. Frohnerath, Senior Mechanical Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
F. Fusick, Design Manager Site Nuclear Engineering Services

*G. Halnon, Manager, Nuclear Plant Systems $ngineering
*J. Hammond, Project Specialist .

i

J. Maseda, Mechanict1/ Structural Supervisor, Nuclear Engineering
*P. McKee, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
*B. Mikell, Project Specialist
A. Petrowsky, Mechanical / Structural Supervisor, SNES

*V. Roppel, Manager, Nuclear Plant Maintenance
*W. Rossfeld, Manager, Nuclear Compliance
*P. Tanguay, Director, Nuclear Operations Engineering and Projects
J. Terry, Test Supervisor. SNES

*M. Williams, Nuclear Regulatory Specialist

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection included
engineers, security force members, and administrative personnel.

|

Other Organizations

*J. M11hoan, Deputy Regional Administrator, NRC Region !!

NRC Resident inspectors:

*P. Holmes-Ray, Senior Resident inspector

* Attended exit interview
.

2. Design, Design Changes and Modifications (37700)
|

| The inspectors reviewed the MARS listed below to determine the adequacy of [

| the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations, verify that the design changes were
prepared . and installed in accordance with licensee administrative
procedures and app'licable industry codes and standards, field changes were
reviewed and approved in accordance with administrative controls, and post
modification test requirements were specified and testing performed. The
following modifications were reviewed:

,
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a. MAR No. 87-09-13-01, ReactorCoolantPump(RCP)N-9000
Seal Replacement

The replacement of all RCP seals with the new design N-9000
mechanical seal occurred during refueling outage No. 7 in early 1990.

.

The N-9000 seal assembly is designed to directly replace the existing
'

seals and functions in the same manner to provide a three stage seal
between RCS pressure and reactor building containment. The N-9000
construction, materials used, and hydraulic fluid design have
significantly increased the length of time between seal replacement.
Typically, the old design seals would remain functional less than one
fuel cycle. in addition, the N-9000 seal. upper, middle and lower
stages can be monitored with the RTD installation performed under
MAR 87.09-13-03,

b. MAR 87-09-13-03, Replacement RCP Seal Instrumentation

This MAR provided the calibration instruction and checks of each
seal RTD. Calibration cheds were found within required tolerances.

The inspectors noted that OP-302 Revision 32, RCP Operation had been
changed to reflect the new RTD'D that were installed to monitor
operation of the N-9000 seal cartridge,

c. MAR 88-09-01-01 Control Complex Chillers Hot Gas Bypass

This modification involved installing a valve, piping, and controls on
each control complex chiller. The hot gas bypass system provides a
controlled flow of refrigerant from the chiller's condenser back to
the chiller's cooler. This false load allows the chiller's
compressor to operate without surge at higher service water
temperatures and lower cooling loads. This modification also
satisfied a commitment.made by FPC to the NRC in a letter dated
May 9, 1988,

During review of this MAR the inspectors noted a minor discrepancyt

where questions concerning two different problems were assigned the
i
: same FCR nurrber. Engineering question EQ 90-0769 associated with FCR

No. 2 involved a request for detailed conduit routing and support
.

locations. The information was provided by FCN-12A to the tiAR.
Engineerina question EQ 90-1528 associated with FCR No. 2 concerned
the unavailability of a calibrated crimp- tool for open barrel type
push on lugs supplied for the MAR. The question was answered without
the need for a FCN. The-inspectors discussed this item with licensee
personnel who stated that the two questions were assigned the same
FCR number in error. The inspectors determined that this minor
discrepancy was an isolated case which had no impact on the technical
content of the MAR. No other discrepancies were noted with this MAR.
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d. MAR T88-03-01-01, MUV-16 Rebuild
t

The purpose of this temporary modification was to provide alternate i
*

material to rebuild the valve stem for makeup valve MVV-16. The
valve stem had been damaged.

During review of this temporary MAR - the inspectors noted that two I
extensions to the temporary MAR had been approved. The inspectors
reviewed the extension requests and noted that neither request -

provided any detail as to whether technical evaluations were'

performed to support the extension requests. The inspectors reviewed ,

procedure MPP-105, Processing Temporary MARS, and noted that the !
procedure did not address whether a technical eyeluation was
necessary to support a request for extending the expiration date of a
temporary MAR. The inspectors considered this to be a weakness in >

the processing of tempnrary MARS in that a technical evaluation is
desirable when extendino a temporary MAR in order to determine
whether the temporary MAk is still capable of performing its intended i

function. This is particularly applicable for those teaporary MARS '

which were extended past refueling outages where a number of other [
modifications were installed.

Licensee personnel acknowledged the inspector's concern regarding I

extending temporary MARS and stated that this concern will be
reviewed to determine what actions need to be taken.

Violations or deviations were not identified for any of the MARS
reviewed.

3. Engineering Support Activities |
t

The inspectors reviewed various Nuclear Engineering,. SNES, and NPSE,

I activities in an effort to assess how the engineering staffs respond to ,

questions and problems identified in the plant,

a. Nuclear Engineering
:

The Nuclear Engineering Organization located at the licensee's
corporate offices primarily provides design support during MAR

1

development, configuration management, design bases evaluations, and- :
*engineering studies. Nuclear Engineering also responds to requests

[ for engineering support from SNES and NPSE.

MAR 88 09-01-01, discussed previously in this report, was prepared
~

within Nuclear Engineering. Except for the minor discrepancy noted-
.

by the inspectors, the quality v.d technical content of the MAR was (

|
good.

In addition to reviewing the MAR package,- the inspectors also-
reviewed Nuclear Engineering's handling of engineering problem report
EPR 90-017 which requestet engineering support to determine if the

,
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existing air accumulators and piping _ were acceptable, installed as
non safety-related and non-seismic, to perform safety related closure3

! of the main steam isolation valves. The EPR was sent to Nuclear
] Engineering by NPSE on March 13,.1990. However.-the EPR had not been

answered at the time .of this inspection. The-inspectors discussed
! this item with Nuclear Engineering personnel and expressed concern
t that this question had not been resolved after being identified

-

nearly a year ago. Licensee personnel - acknowledged - that their
response to this item was not as timely as it could have been. Thea

i item was still being evaluated and would be resolved as soon as
; possible. The inspectors stated that- resolution of this item would

be reviewed by the NRC during-a future inspection.'

b. $1te Nuclear Engineering Services

: SNES provides on-site design development and day-to-day engineering--
and technical support of operations and maintenance activities.i

In addition to preparing MARS, SNES also has a testing group which is
4 responsible for developing post modification test requirements for

MARS. The inspectors considered the testing group to _be a positive
; aspect of the licensee's design change process.

The inspectors- reviewed SNES's handling of requests for support from,

the plant. The inspectors determined that SNES has-been timely in
responding to plant requests. During 1990 - SNES . received 1,919>

engineering questions and processed 1,969. In addition, they also-
| received 82 field problem reports and processed'161. These numbers
; indicate that SNES also processed some of the engineering-questions
i and field problem reports remcining from 1989.

During 1990, SNES developed the request for'_ engineering assistance
process to replace the engineering question and field problem report
methods. This process is an on-line computer: based system that'
allows all nuclear operations personnel to request information, ask-
questions, . or suggest plant improvements 'from any personal 1 computer<

| on or-off-site. This new process should improve the way operations
and maintenance -personnel request-information from or suggest planto

improvements to the engineering staff,

c. Nucl_ ear Plant Systems Engineering

! NPSE has. been in. place for approximately two years. They are
responsible for providing prompt resolution of- plant systems issuesi

and improving the performance:and reliability of plant systems. The '

systems: engineering manual provides guidance for the responsibilities-
and duties of systems engineering. and how these tasks are to be.

- - accomplished.
'

-
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The inspectors reviewed selected *"etems and determined that the .

records maintained by the sy 2ngineers were thorough and :

detailed. The inspectors also reviewed NPSE's handling of engineering
i questions and field problem reports. Records showed thct during 1990

NPSE received 824 engineering questions while processing 862. During 3
the same time period NPSE also received 133 field problem reports- .

while processing 132. These numbers showed that NPSE was responsive |
*to plant requests.

The inspectors considered the timeliness by which both SNES and NPSE'

responded to plant requests for support to be a positive indication
of licensee management's efforts to improve in their responsiveness'

to the plant.

Violations or deviations were not identified in any of the above areas .

inspected.

4. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92702)

(Closed)VIO 502/89-30-01, ReactorBuilding-SprayPump(RBSP)1A.0perating
below FSAR rinimum design flow requirements of 1500 GPM with a
differential pressure across the pump of 195.06 psig.

An engineering evaluation and supporting analysis by Gilbert Commonwealth,
and Babcock and Wilcox was performed to Assure safe operation of the plant
with a reduced flow rate of the RBSP-1A. The-calculations demonstrate that
a flow rate of 1200 GPM will meet design basis ' accident requirements. '

This evaluation of RBSP-1A was added to Section 6.2.3.2-of the FSAR.by4

Revision 13. In addition the licensee examined the pump during.the 1990
refueling outage and found that the impeller had-not had vane tipping
performed. Subsequent repair and : ASME code Section XI pump testing
indicate that the differential- pressure across the pump averaged 192.0 psi '

since the repairs. The licensee has added specific- requirements to
Administrative Instruction 701. Conduct -of Inservice Inspection, wh_ich'
requires-Nuclear Plant System Engineering to review procedure changes that

- effect ASME Code Section XI pump baseline data, including flow- and ',differential pressure. The licensee has initiated a review and analysis
of all of the plant ASME Code Section XI pumps. The program will develop

| minimum design bases for each pump. This -project is~ scheduled to be
j completed - by December 1991 and - will be inuected during a routine

inspection of the inservice test program.

5. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and results were summarized on March 8,1991, with
those persons indicated in. paragraph 1. The inspectors ' described the
areas inspected and discussed in > detail the inspection - results.
Proprietary informati^rt is not contained u this report. ' Dissenting
comments were not received from the licensee.
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6. Acronyms and Initialisms

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
EPR Engineering Problem Report _
EQ Engineering Question
FCN Field Change Notice
FCR Field Change Request
FPC Florida Power Corporation
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
GPM Gallons Per Minute
MAR Modification Approval Record
MPP Modifications Projects Procedure '

MVV Makeup Valve
NPSE Nuclear Plant Systems Engineering
psig Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge
RBSP Reactor Building Spray Pump
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RTO Resistance Temperature Detector
SNES Site Nuclear Engineering _ Services
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